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Paris, June 13, 2019 

 

Morocco: payment delays are improving but remain too long 

Coface's fourth survey on payment terms in Morocco shows a situation that 
remains worrying despite a slight improvement. 

Coface presents its fourth survey on the payment behavior of companies in Morocco. 
Carried out at the beginning of 2019, this survey aims to monitor the evolution of payment 
terms and delays between the various Moroccan economic actors. 

Payment terms of 93 days on average 

Moving from an average of 99 to 93 days, contractual payment terms remain long and 
widespread. Nearly half of those surveyed said they had experienced delays of more than 
180 days. 

The maximum legal time limit of between 60 and 90 days is therefore far exceeded. But it 
should be noted that companies have noticed an improvement over the last six months, 
with a special mention for government services and public companies, who are proving to 
be better payers. 

This shortening of deadlines is also observed in the four main sectors: information and 
communication technologies (from 107 days to 86 days), construction (from 105 to 100), 
distribution (from 102 to 96), and agri-food (from 90 to 86). 

Unpaid bills that screen microenterprises and SMEs 

Nevertheless, the level of unpaid bills remains high. 24.6% of respondents report unpaid 
invoices for 20% of their turnover. Microenterprises and SMEs are particularly affected. 
More than half of microenterprises suffer from non-payments representing more than 
15% of their turnover, making them extremely vulnerable and leading some to 
bankruptcy. 

It should be noted that for 80% of companies, no late payment penalties are 
implemented. 

A climate between caution and optimism 

The majority of companies believe that payment delays will remain stable over the next 
six months, but a third expect even longer delays.  

The evolution of the Moroccan economic context as a whole is seen as problematic, with 
48% of respondents who believe that it will deteriorate. But when asked about their own 
evolution, 58% of companies think that their turnover will increase, and their cash flow will 
stabilize. The same proportion plans to invest in the next six months.  
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Coface: for trade - Building business together 

70 years of experience and the most finely meshed network have made Coface a reference in credit insurance, risk 

management and the global economy. With the ambition to become the most agile global trade credit insurance partner 

in the industry, Coface’s experts work to the beat of the world economy, supporting 50,000 clients in building successful, 

growing and dynamic businesses. The Group’s services and solutions protect and help companies take credit decisions 

to improve their ability to sell on both their domestic and export markets. In 2018, Coface employed ~4,100 people and 

registered turnover of €1.4 billion. 

www.coface.com 
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